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1. MỤC TIÊU 

1.1. Kiến thức. Học sinh ôn tập các kiến thức về: Unit 1, 2, 3, 4 và 5. 

1.2. Kĩ năng: Học sinh rèn luyện các kĩ năng: Reading, Writing & Language  

2. NỘI DUNG 

2.1. Phonetics & Pronuciation (units 1-5) 

2.2. Vocabulary and Grammar 

           - Vocab related to 3 topics – A long and healthy life  

                                                     - The generation gap  

                                                     - Cities of the future   

         - ASEAN and Viet Nam 

         - Global warming 

           - Grammar:                       - The past simple and the present perfect  

                                                     - Modal verbs 

                                                     - Stative verbs in the continuous form  

         - Gerunds as subjects and objects 

         - Present Participle and Past Participle Clauses. 

 2.3. Topics for reading 

                                                  - A long and healthy life  

                                                  - The generation gap  

                                                  - Cities of the future   

      - ASEAN and Vietnam 

      - Global warming 

2.4. Writing 

        - Rewrite sentences by using relative clauses with who, that, which and whose. 

        -  Rewrite sentences by using reported speech 

        - Rewrite sentences by using  conditional type 1 and type 2 
 

2.5.Ma trận: Đề kiểm tra tiếng anh khối 11 học kì 1 gồm 50 câu ( thời gian 60 phút) 

MA TRẬN MÔN TIẾNG ANH 

 

STT Lĩnh vực/ Phần Chuyên đề 

 Mức độ 

Số câu 
Nhận 

Biết 

Thông 

Hiểu 

Vận 

Dụng 

Vận 

Dụng 

Cao 

1 Ngữ âm 
Phát âm 3 2 1 0 0 

Trọng âm 2 0 2 0 0 

2 
Ngữ pháp – Từ 

vựng 

Ngữ pháp  10 3 5 1 1 

Từ vựng units 1- 2- 3-4-5  6 1 3  1 1 

Từ đồng nghĩa 2 0 0 1 1 

Từ trái nghĩa 2 0 0 1 1 



2.6:  EXERCISES: 

I. PRONUNCIATION:  

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from the other three in 

pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

1. A. community  B. confident       C. financial       D. reconcile  

2. A. history   B. unforgettable      C. information      D. opportunity 

3. A. elegant   B. cognitive       C. progress       D. generation 

4. A. childcare              B. blind       C. integrate       D. decisive 

5. A.donate                             B.slogan                          C.record                                 D.mobility  

6. A. laughed B. cooked       C. watched     D. needed 

7. A. produce    B.  pollute C. carbon D.  polar 

8. A. carbon    B.  slogan C. amount D.  climate 

9. A. solid    B.  solution C. positive D.  crop 

10. A. combine    B.  power C. provide D.  method 

II. STRESS: 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word that differs from the other three in the position of primary 

stress in each of the following questions. 

1. A. protective      B. contribute   C. motivate    D. priority 

2. A. charity  B. campaign  C. preferable  D. negative 

3. A. volunteer  B. theory  C. physical    D. principle 

4. A. economic  B. identity  C. interference    D. independent 

5. A. volunteer  B. special  C. attitude  D. poverty 

6. A. disrespectful  B. discrimination  C. integration  D. unforgettable  

7. A. unemployment   B. possibility    C. qualification   D. university 

8. A. friendship  B. classmate  C. belief  D. difference 

9. A. solidarity         B. cooperation           C. opportunity    D. popularity  

10. A. heritage         B. integrate           C. interfere    D. principle 

 

III.  Choose the best answer to complete the sentences  

1. Charities such as Oxfam are always trying to recruit _______ to help in their work. 

 A. youngsters B. interviewer C. aims D. volunteers 

2. All _______ for the school magazines much be received by October 1. 

Tìm lỗi sai 3 0 1 1 1 

3 

Chức năng giao 

tiếp/ Từ - Ngữ 

thể hiện chức 

năng giao tiếp 

Chức năng giao tiếp 2 1 1 0 0 

4 Kỹ năng đọc 
Điền từ vào bài đọc 5 1 2 1 1 

Đọc hiểu 5 1 2 1 1 

5 Kỹ năng viết 

Câu có nghĩa gần nhất với 

câu đã cho 
5 1 2 2 0 

Nối hai câu thành một câu 5 2 1 1 1 

Tổng 50 12 20 10 8 



 A. goals B. contributions C. development D. volunteers 

3. She was extraordinarily well _______ to take part in the project. 

 A. disabled B. forgetful C. qualified D. connected 

4. I'd like everyone to make a ______ towards the discussion. 

  A. donation  B. contribution  C. provision    D. production  

5. They didn't stop ______ until 11.30 pm when there was a powder cut. 

 A. singing and dancing  B. to sing and dance  

 C. to sing and dancing  D. sing and dance 

6. John hoped to finish ______ two of his essays before the deadline. 

 A. write B. to write C. written D. writing 

7. Most of the participants can't help ______ why the president spoke so angrily. 

 A. wonder B. wondering  C. to wonder D. wondered 

8. The spokesman began by ______ them where the mountain was, and went on____ about its history. 

 A. telling - talking  B. tell - talk  C. told – talked D.to tell- to talk 

9. My friend Mary is a blabbermouth! She can’t resist ______ everyone what she heard from me. 

 A. tell  B. to tell C. telling  D. to telling 

10. They have set themselves a series of _______ to achieve by the end of the month. 

 A. skills B. goals C. themes D. issues 

11. Improving your _______ can help you find higher-paid work. 

 A. cultural exchanges B. contributions C. leadership skills D. volunteers 

12. The mayors of Tokyo and New York signed an agreement to encourage _____ between the cities. 

 A. cultural exchanges B. problem-solving skill C. issues D. development 

13. I used my phone to _______ from Times Square, New York City. 

 A. propose B. livestream C. apply D. interview 

14. The film ‘China Blue’ is a(n) _______ look into the lives of sweatshops. 

 A. qualified B. young C. forgetable D. eye-opening 

15. We're entering a new phase in international ______. 

  A. relationships B. relations C. friendships D. connections 

       16. We need a global system for limiting _______ emissions. 

 A. power plant B. heat-trapping gases C. greenhouse gas D. global warming 

 17. . _______ has been shown to cause floods and drought. 

 A. Chemist B. Power C. Deforestation D. Solution 

 18. . The city produces 20 million tons of household _______ each year. 

 A. pollution B. waste C. globalization D. activity 

 19.  Carbon dioxide is produced in huge amounts when_______ are burned.  

 A. greenhouse gas B. deforestation C. power plant D. fossil fuels 

 20.  Our research measures the impact of_______ on this particular eco-system. 

 A. human activity B. sea level C. greenhouse gas D. global warming 

 21. Britain agreed to cut _______ of nitrogen oxide from power stations. 

 A. emissions B. deforestations C. materials D. destructions 

 22. Many islands are below _______ and only the concrete walls can prevent them from disappearance. 

 A. human activity B. greenhouse gas C. sea level D. ice cap 

23. The destruction of the rainforests is contributing to _______. 

 A. renewable energy B. greenhouse gas C. fossil fuels D. global warming 



24. Leaving your DVD player on standby produces the same_______ each year as the average person of 

Burundi. 

 A. man-made B. global warming C. sea level       D. carbon emissions 

25. Developed countries are responsible for 80% of the _______ carbon dioxide that is already in the 

atmosphere. 

 A. ecological balance B. carbon footprint. C. man-made D. climate change 

26. A strong greenhouse effect will warm the oceans and partially melt glaciers, increasing _______. 

 A. temperature B. sea water C. sea level D. pollution 

27. The problem with fossil fuels is that they are not _______. 

 A. certain B. serious C. limited D. renewable 

28. Buying organic food is better for the environment because it uses less _______. 

 A. fertilizer B. attraction C. liquid D. soil 

29. The simplest way to reduce your _______ is to cycle to school. 

 A. energy use B. climate change C. carbon footprint     D. greenhouse gases 

30. Replace all the light bulbs in your home with _______ bulbs. 

 A. energy-saving B. carbon emissions C. alternative sources D. extreme conditions 

31. He was the sort of person you could depend _______. 

 A. to B. in C. at D. on 

32.   The council had discussions _______ issues such as housing and living conditions 

A. about B. to C. in D. with 

33. I try to reply _______ emails the day I receive them 

A. at B. for C. to D.  of 

34. Public awareness _______ the problem will make the authorities take it seriously 

A. for B. about C. of D. on 

35. School should do more to prepare children _______ the world of work 

A. to B.  of C. at D. for  

36.She’s not keen _______ being told what to do 

A.  of  B. at C. for D. on 

37. Southeast Asian literature is the main theme _______ this year’s festival 

A. about B. in C. of D. on 

38. Nothing could be more important _______ me than my family 

A. at B. for C. to D.  of 

39. There is also a relay broadcast and a livestream _______ the Internet 

A. to B. in C. at D. on 

40. Electric cars emit no carbon dioxide if _______ with clean electricity. 

 A. charges B. charge C. charged D. charging 

41. _________ to fight illegal logging, some activists have come up with a way to use cell phones to  

monitor for chainsaws. 

 A. Works B. Working C. Worked D. Work 

42. Customers should examine the products and meats they buy, ______________ for sustainably produced 

sources. 

 A. looks B. look C. looked D. looking 

43. Being stuck in traffic ________ gas and unnecessarily creates carbon dioxide. 

 A. wastes B. waste C. wasted D. wasting 

44. __________________ by his friends, Ron accepted the job offer. 



 A. Motivate B. Motivating C. Motivated D. Motivates 

45. __________________ the college days, I called my friends. 

 A. Miss B. Missing C. Missed D. Misses 

IV. Circle A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) 

1. The scholarship is renewed annually and may be stopped if the students have poor academic records or 

bad behaviours. 

 A. every day  B. every month  C. every week  D. every year  

2. In making policy city, officials depend on over fifty citizen advisory boards and commissions for citizen 

input.  

 A. depend on  B. rely on  C. impact on  D. thank for  

3. Many species are threatened with extinction due to deforestation and loss of habitat.  

 A. damaged  B. spoilt C. treated  D. endangered  

4. Land erosion is mainly caused by widespread deforestation. 

 A. afforestation  B. reforestation  C. logging  D. lawn mowing  

5. The Association of Southeast Asian Nations, or ASEAN, was established on 8 August 1967 in Bangkok, 

Thailand, with Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore and Thailand, joining hands initially.  

 A. basically   B. firstly   C. finally   D. eventually 

V. Circle A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s) 

1. Viet Nam and Laos will closely cooperate to strengthen the solidarity of ASEAN and enhance the vital 

role of the group in regional security structure. 

 A. agreement  B. cooperation  C. separation  D. fellowship  

2. The country's continued prosperity is dependent on the opportunities and achievements of all its residents.  

 A. poverty  B. inflation  C. insecurity D. Wealth 

3. The consequences of the typhoon were disastrous due to the lack of precautionary measures.  

 A. damaging  B. beneficial  C. severe  D. physical  

4. Without conservation, all resources necessary for life would be damaged, wasted or destroyed. 

 A. preservation B. exploitation C. protection D. change  

5. These chemicals have a detrimental impact on the environment They may cause land and water pollution. 

 A. harmless B. harmful C. damaging D. injurious 

 

 2.7 ĐỀ MINH HỌA   

 I. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from the other 

three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

1. A. operate   B. sensor  C.  neighbourhood   D. environment 

2. A. garden   B. path   C.  article   D. liveable 

3. A. privacy   B. efficient  C. city    D. centre  

II.Choose the word which has a different stress pattern from the others.  

4. A. approve   B. welcome  C.  programme  D. poster 

5. A. equality   B. development C.  understanding  D. activity 

III. Choose the best answer to complete the following sentences: 

6. The holiday cottage has many green touches, including ______________ cleaning products.  

A. friendly   B. eco-friendly  C.  ecological  D. economical 

7. The Saudi government is investing billions in ______________ to support the enormous influx of people 

in Mecca.  

A. streets   B. roads   C.  bridges  D. infrastructure 

8. Our school does a cultural _____________ with a school in France.  



A. barter    B. interchange   C.  swap  D. exchange 

9. The health clinic is relying on _____________ to run the office and answer the phones.  

A. charities   B. representatives  C.  volunteers  D. individuals 

10. What makes you think that you are _____________ for this job?  

A. qualified   B. famous  C.  available  D. better 

11. Our ultimate _____________ must be the preservation of the environment.  

A. result    B. goal   C.  object  D. attack 

12. They met to discuss the _____________ of working conditions at the factory.  

A. issues   B. difficulties  C.  sets   D. worries 

13. They didn’t stop _______________ until 11.30 pm when there was a power cut.  

A. singing and dancing    B. to sing and dance  

C.  to sing and dancing    D. sing and dance 

14. John hoped to finish _______________ two of his essays before the deadline.  

A. write   B. to write  C.  written  D. writing 

15. Most of the participants can’t help _______________ why the president spoke so angrily.  

A. wonder   B. wondering  C.  to wonder  D. wondered 

16. The spokesman began by _______________ them where the mountain was, and went on _____about its 

history.  

A. telling - talking  B. tell - talk  C.  told - talked  D. to tell - to talk 

17. My friend Mary is a blabbermouth! She can’t resist _______________ everyone what she heard from 

me.  

A. tell    B. to tell  C.  telling  D. to telling 

18. Customers should examine the products and meats they buy, ______________ for sustainably produced 

sources. 

 A. looks B. look C. looked D. looking 

19. Being stuck in traffic ________ gas and unnecessarily creates carbon dioxide. 

 A. wastes B. waste C. wasted D. wasting 

20. Mr. Quang was upset by _____________ him the truth.  

A. our not telling   B. us to tell    C.  we didn’t tell  D. not to tell 

21. Nam should have asked for help instead _____________ to do it himself.  

A. to try   B. try    C.  of trying  D. from trying 

IV. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) 

in each of the following questions. 

22. Now can I please get on with the job, without any more interference from you? 

A. approval   B. intervention  C. limitation   D. postponement  

23. The emblem of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations was designed basing on rice - the most 

important crop for the Southeast Asian people.  

A. banner   B. logo   C. motto  D. slogan  

V. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to 

the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

24. These plants cannot survive in very cold conditions. 

A. remain alive  B. persist   C. get through  D. lose their lives  

25. There are severe penalties for failing to declare all your income to the Inland Revenue. 

A. alarming   B. grave   C. dreadful   D. mild  

VI. Circle A.  B.  C or D to indicate the words/ phrases that need correction 

26. Let’s stop to watch so much TV so that we can read or go out instead  

    A      B      C     D 



27. Don't forget calling me as soon as you arrive here.  

         A      B        C    D 

28. Because his sickness , he didn’t take part in the English competition.          

    A           B         C                      D 

VII. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes 

each of the following exchanges. 

29. John and Smith are talking about solar energy. 

John: “Solar energy is not only plentiful and unlimited but also clean and safe. Do you think so?” 

Smith: “___” 

A. Thanks for your kind words. B. Thank you, I’m fine at the moment. 

C. Thank you for your consideration. D. Yeah. You’re absolutely right. 

30. Lan and Peter are talking together 

Lan: “what do you do to help the environment?”     Peter:   “____________________” 

A. it is the responsibility of the government.    B. I try to recycle more and reduce carbon footprint.  

C. everyone can protect the environment.        D. environment helps people live comfortably.  

VIII. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, c, or D to indicate the correct word or 

phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks. 

ENVIRONMENTAL CRIME 

We are probably all guilty at some point in our lives of not caring for the environment as much as we should. 

Perhaps we drop litter without thinking, or cause (31) ________ by using our cars when it’s not necessary. 

However, the real environmental (32)_________ are those big businesses which ignore the law. For many 

years now, (33) __________have attempted to protect the environment by making businesses responsible for 

making sure that the chemical they use don’t add to the (34) __________of the environment. The problem for 

businesses is that the (35) __________of  the environment costs money, and businesses will always try to  

lower their costs if they can 

31. A. damage B. pollution C. accidents D. trouble 

32. A. agents B. crimes C. criminals D. doers 

33. A. politicians B. politics C. parties D. residents 

34. A. induction B. construction C. instruction D. destruction 

35. A. production B. protection C. destruction D. deforestation 

IX. Read the passage, and choose the correct answer A, B, C or D for each question. 

The urban heat island effect 

     Green spaces in cities mitigate the effects of pollution and can reduce a phenomenon known as the 

urban heat island effect, which refers to heat trapped in built-up areas.  

 The urban heat island effect appears in towns and cities as a result of human activity. The heat 

generated by people, transport, shops and industry is trapped in the narrow roads and concrete structures, 

unable to escape to the atmosphere. This can bring the temperature in urban areas up 3-4°C higher than the 

surrounding countryside, and with that comes a vicious cycle. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bWPxoLQi6DjxXB6t01V-rG6sVibHtYKszBgvSffHLxc/edit?usp=sharing


Increased temperatures in summer leads to an increased demand for cooling. This expands our energy 

consumption, which in turn intensifies fossil fuel consumption, increasing pollutants in the air and harmful 

smog on our streets.  

   Hotter pavements also damage the water cycle. In summer, surface temperatures can be a staggering 

50°C hotter than the surrounding air, and that heat is transferred to the rainwater that drains into our sewers, 

which in turn raises water temperatures as it is released into streams, rivers, and lakes. This can be 

destructive to aquatic ecosystems, as changes in water temperature can be stressful or even fatal for marine 

life. 

City life: Why are green spaces important? | Natural History Museum (nhm.ac.uk)  

36: What is the main idea of the article?  

 A. The importance of green spaces in cities. 

 B. The heat island effect is a result of human and temperature. 

 C. Negative impacts of the urban heat island effect. 

 D. Hotter pavements in cities pose a threat to aquatic ecosystems. 

37: The word "This" in paragraph 1 refers to _________. 

 A. the reasons  B. the trapped heat  C. the temperature D. concrete structures 

38. As mentioned in the passage, which of the followings is NOT the cause of the urban heat island effect: 

 A. transportation B. industry C. commerce D. heatwave 

39: What is the main consequence of increasing temperatures in summer? 

 A. the need to cool down  B. energy demand  

 C. harmful smoke on the roads  D. fossil fuel depletion 

40. The word " destructive " in the last paragraph is closest in meaning to_________. 

 A. liveable   B. harmful   C. sustainable    D. efficient 

X. Complete the second sentence so that it has the same meaning as the first one. 

41. Smoking is not allowed in the museum. 

- You mustn’t _________________________________________ 

42. They really expect to eat out tomorrow. 

- They’re really looking forward to ______________________ 

43. It isn’t necessary to play football with my best friends today. 

- You don’t ________________________________________. 

44. Thanh spends 3 hours a day doing the homework. 

-  It takes __________________________________________ 

45. It is very difficult to speak English well. 

- Speaking__________________________________________ 

XI. Fill in each blank with the correct form of the word in the brackets. 

46. The information will be collected through the _________________. (detect)  

47. Cities need to make full use of land in order to achieve urban _________________. (sustain)  

48. It is not worth (go) _____________ out now. It is much too late.  

49. We are used to (live)___________________ next door to each other at one time.  

50. (Forest)____________________ is destroying larger areas of tropical rain forests 
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